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IBM is developing machine translation
components that will let servers
automatically translate Web pages
between English, German, ltalian,
Spanish, Portuguese, French, Korean,
Japaneje, and Chipese. Other
ongoing projects include a program
for transcribing news broadcasts in
real time, with intelligent software
that filters out ambient noise and
accompanying music.
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llniuersity of Southern Galifornia
Marina del Rey, California
Example-based MT machines must be trained with
a steady stream of text input, The ReWrite project
at lSl seeks to break free of this constraint by
programming computers to compare original
and translated texts, then use that knowledge to
teach themselves to understand the new language,
using only original texts. lSl also uses techniques
borrowed from cryptanalysis, where machines
approach languages as codes to be cracked.
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Kyoto, Japan
ln December, ATR, supported by industry and
government funding, demonstrated its latest
prototype: Two people met on a sidewalk,
otaled up ATR,s computer on their cell oho
and conducted a conversation (limited to t
lhil,."Sl simultaneously in Japanese and
English. ATR is now working on commercia
apps for real-time TV transLtions. ;
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